
Biden’s New DoE Hire is a Queer Activist Who Brags About ‘Puppy Play’ Gimp
Kink

Description

USA: The Biden administration’s latest Department of Energy hire is a “queer activist” who 
brags about his “kink” of leading other gay men who are pretending to be dogs around on 
leashes before having sex with them.

We truly live in hell.

Sam Brinton was recently hired by the DoE as the Spent Fuel and Waste Disposition Deputy.

A Metro Weekly article contains some illuminating details about Brinton’s lifestyle as a handler in the
“pup community.” And yes, it’s every bit as degenerate as you might think.
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IN THE PUP COMMUNITY, handlers function the same way dog owners do, keeping a
watchful eye on their charge and reining in the pups if needed. It’s the handlers who train
the pups and teach them discipline, doling out rewards or punishments based on good or
bad behavior.

“Think of any bio-dog,” [Pup] Gryphn says. “You can train them. It’s this ‘go do this’ reward
system, just like a bio-dog. So let’s say you’re playing fetch, you throw the ball, the pup
picks it up, brings it back, and drops it at your feet. You’re going to reward him, whether it’s
petting him or anything like that.
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“Or, let’s go to an extreme,” he continues. “Let’s say you’re doing pup play around thehouse
and the pup decides to pee on the floor. Obviously the pup is going to be punishedfor that.
Typically, when we’re being humans, it’s ‘Why would you correct me in front of so-and-so?
That’s wrong, don’t do that. Don’t speak for the next five minutes,’ something likethat.”

Just like the pups they are tasked with watching over, some handlers need to enter their
own headspace when engaging in puppy play.

“My headspace is equivalent to the mom who sees her kid in danger, or the dad who wants
to teach his son how to play football,” says Nubi’s 27-year-old handler, Sam [Brinton]. “It’s
the concept of the teacher and nurturer…. My job is to make sure that while he’s in
headspace, I’m keeping him safe.”

Brinton also explains how he has difficulty making his ‘dog’ stop pretending to be a dog before he has
anal sex with it.

“I actually have trouble when we transition from pup play to having sex. Like, ‘No, I can’t have you
whimper like that when we’re having sex,’ because I don’t want to mix that world. It’s interesting,
because he doesn’t have to come out of pup mode to have me f*ck him. I personally have to bring him
out of pup perception for me. But then I’m still treating him as a submissive to me.”

The LGBT activist also explains how he believes he is having “sex with animals” and that there’s
nothing wrong with that.

“One of the hardest things about being a handler is that I’ve honestly had people ask, ‘Wait, you have
sex with animals?’” They believe it’s abusive, that it’s taking advantage of someone who may not be
acting up to a level of human responsibility…. The other misperception is that I have some really
messed up background, like, did I have some horrible childhood trauma that made me like to have sex
with animals.”

During a video presentation for far-left outlet Now This, Brinton lectured the viewer about the necessity
of using proper pronouns so as to cater to people with mental disorders.

This is the Biden’s new Dept of Energy hire: gender fluid with a background in having sex
with animals, “kink,” and drag. Even in Weimar, this kind of perverted degeneracy was kept
underground. One can only think what the eventual counterreaction will be. 
pic.twitter.com/C2POkwOwUa

— JON MILLER (@MillerStream) February 10, 2022

“Even in Weimar, this kind of perverted degeneracy was kept underground,” commented Jon Miller.
“One can only think what the eventual counterreaction will be.”

“He has worked his way up through the progressive establishment,” writes Rod Dreher. “This is what it
means to have Democratic Party governance now: a freak show. None of those people recognize it as
a freak show. Appointing to the federal government’s nuclear management agency a weirdo who puts
his wing-wang up the rear end of men who pretend to be dogs, and brags about it to the media, is just
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another day of celebrating Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion™.”

“The day before yesterday, this dude parading his kink in public would have been considered a
disqualifying character flaw. Today, with the baizuocracy, his fetish is probably what catapulted him
over other qualified applicants for the job. Because this is not only who the Democrats are, it’s what the
American establishment has become. They hate normality.”

This is Sam Brinton – a drag queen and LGBTQ+ activist who was just hired to a top level
position at the DOE. pic.twitter.com/2zN8s2iMUK

— Libs of Tik Tok (@libsoftiktok) February 10, 2022

Brinton is also a campaigner against conversation therapy, giving a speech about the issue while
wearing red lipstick at an event in 2018.

Meanwhile, China thinks that America’s obsession with wokeism and identity politics will literally lead to
the internal collapse of the United States.

The Department of Defense was warned about this nearly a decade ago, yet the military-industrial
complex has decided to weaponize identity politics as a form of neo-imperialism.

Moscow and Beijing are very much aware of this agenda, which is why they go to great lengths to
prevent what Vladimir Putin described as a “virus” infecting their society.

by Paul Joseph Watson
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